Mobile Threat Defense
Multi-level protection for mobile users, endpoints and corporate data. Security teams worldwide rely on
Wandera to eliminate threats, control unwanted access and prevent data breaches.

Two levels of protection, working in tandem
Cloud services and mobility have completely changed the way employees work, providing speed and flexibility in accessing information,
but also exposing the enterprise to new threat vectors: mobile-based malware, phishing, cryptojacking, man-in-the-middle attacks,
sideloaded and leaky apps. As your employees go mobile, so does your data. A comprehensive mobile security solution needs to
address both endpoint and network level threats to provide optimal security.

Endpoint application

Secure Access Layer (SAL)

Highly effective endpoint security

Real-time prevention of network attacks

Protect against all endpoint threat vectors, from
device vulnerabilities to malicious or risky apps,
as well as man-in-the-middle attacks. Deploy
seamlessly and enforce conditional access to
corporate applications through UEM integration.

Protect your organization, data and people by
proactively stopping threats from reaching the
device. Block phishing, malware and cryptojacking,
and initiate a secure tunnel when under attack.

> Vulnerability assessments

> Zero-day phishing protection

> App vetting

> Privacy-protected browsing

> Threat detection

> Failsafe VPN

Designed equally for security teams and employees
Mobile security doesn’t have to mean compromising end-user privacy. Safeguard your employees with encryption so actual data is not
visible whether at rest or in motion, while ensuring they don’t fall prey to phishing theft of their own personal credentials.
Whatever your device ownership strategy (BYOD, COPE, COBO) our solution is built with privacy at the forefront, with no private data
decryption or monitoring of personal data on the device, such as text messaging, emails or photos.

“We have more than 190 locations with 86,000 employees around the globe at SAP.
Our first and foremost goal is awareness and transparency. The Wandera solution
plays a critical role in our technology stack, providing the security and peace of mind
we need to run a global digital business and deliver value to our customers.”
Thomas Saueressig, Chief Information Officer, SAP
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Mobile Threat Defense Differentiators
Advanced machine learning
Wandera leads the charge in applying data science to the
challenges of mobile security with MI:RIAM, its advanced
threat intelligence engine. Because of the solution’s unique
architecture, MI:RIAM is able to apply the industry’s largest
data set to identify and eliminate, in real time, all known and
unknown zero-day threats.

Secure Access Layer (SAL)
SAL is Wandera’s lightweight mechanism for network-level
security. By operating at the network level, Wandera offers
real-time security by blocking zero-day threats like phishing
sites and malicious domains. Additionally, MITM attacks can
be neutralized by initiating a secure VPN tunnel, keeping your
users and corporate data safe.

Any mobile device. Any ownership model.

Unrivalled integrations
With more UEM and SIEM partnerships than any other mobile
security vendor, Wandera provides a seamless integration to
your security stack.

Continuous Conditional Access
Wandera integrates with UEM providers to enable continuous
conditional access. We communicate device-based risk status
to enable organizations to control access to corporate data and
applications.

Real-time insights
Wandera’s management portal, RADAR, gives role-based, realtime insights into the threat status of endpoints. By integrating
with your UEM, App Insights provides a view of what apps are
installed on all devices, the permissions they are given, and the
potential threat they pose.

Wandera supports all devices and ownership models, whether
BYOD, COPE or COBO, allowing you to work with your preferred
model in a way that is best for your business.

Global enterprises protected by Wandera
Trusted by security-conscious enterprises.

Industry leading
Gartner Market Guide on
Mobile Threat Defense

IDC Worldwide Mobile Threat
Management Security Software

> Full checkmarks across all threat capabilities

> Recognized as a leader

> Largest number of UEM and SIEM integrations

> Highest rating in customer satisfaction

> Identified as only multi-level provider

> Recognized for in-network capabilities
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